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The Isoperimetric Number of Random Regular Graphs 
BELA BOLLOBAS* 
We shall show that for every 8 > 0 there is a natural number r such that in almost every r-regular 
graph of order n, every set of u ,;;; n/2 vertices is joined by at least (~ - 8) u edges to the rest of the 
graph. 
Given a graph G and a set U c V = V(G), denote by au the set of edges of G joining 
U to V- U. We think of au as the 'boundary' of U. The isoperimetric number of G is 
\ 
i(G). :== min Iau Ill U I,
u 
where the minimum is taken over all .subsets U of V with IU I ~ IV 1/2. 
Most of the regular graphs one 'encounters' tend to have small isoperimetric numbers. 
For example, by folding ann by n square lattice on the torus, we get a 4-regular graph of 
order n2 and isoperimetric number about 4/n. 
The isoperimetric number of a graph was introduced by Buser [3], who also showed [4] 
(disproving his conjecture in [3]) that for every even n ~ 4 there is a cubic graph of order 
n whose isoperimetric number is at least l/128. Buser's proof of this result was very 
unorthodox in combinatorics and very exciting: it used the spectral geometry ofthe Laplace 
operator on Riemann surfaces, Kloosterman sums and the Jacquet-Langlands theory. As 
Buser wrote: the proof 'is rather complicated and it would be more satisfactory to have an 
elementary proof'. The purpose of this note is to provide such a proof (and a very simple 
one, at that), to improve the bound 1/128 for cubic graphs and to give a similar lower bound 
for r-regular graphs which is essentially best possible for large values of r. 
For a given r ~ 3, it is natural to look for an r-regular graph with a large isoperipetric 
number among the random r-regular graphs. In fact, we shall show that almost every 
r-regular graph has a large isoperimetric number. 
Our terminology and notation are taken from [2], where the reader will find a detailed 
introduction to the theory of random graphs. In particular, for r ~ 3 and n > r, we 
write G(n, r - reg) is the set of all r-regular graphs with vertex set V = {1, 2, ... , n}. 
We shall always assume that rn = 2m is even and so m is the number of edges in a 
graph. The set G(n, r - reg) is turned into a probability space by taking its members 
equiprobable. A random element of this space is denoted by G, _ reg• and we say that almost 
every (a. e.) G, _reg has a certain property Q if the probability that G, _reg has Q tends 
to 1 as n -+ oo . 
THEOREM 1. Let r ~ 3 and 0 < 11 < 1 be such that 
241' < (1 - 17)1 - q (l + 17) 1 + q. 
Then a.e. r-regular graph has isoperimetric number at least (1 - 17)rj2. 
PRooF. As usual, we shall use the model of random regular graphs given in [1] (see also 
[2, pp. 48-52]). Let w = u;= I U:f be a fixed set of 2m = m labelled vertices, where 
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I fJj I = r for each j. A configuration F is a partition of W into m pairs of vertices, called 
edges of F. Let <I> be the set of configurations. Clearly 
1<1>1 = N(m) = (2m)m 2-m = (2m- 1)!!. 
Turn <I> into a probability space by taking all configurations equiprobable. For FE <1>, let 
¢(F) be the graph with vertex set V = {1, 2, ... , n} in which ijis an edge iff Fhas an edge 
joining W; to fJj. Clearly ¢(F) is a graph on V with maximal degree at most r. Most 
importantly, ¢(F) is an r-regular graph with probability bounded away from 0 as n --+ oo, 
and all r-regular graphs are obtained with the same probability. 
Let us define the isoperimetric number of a configuration FE <I> to be 
i(F) = min loUI/1 Ul,
u 
where U runs over all non-empty subsets of V with IU I ~ n/2 and au is the set of edges 
with precisely one endvertex in ujEU ffj. If ¢(F) is an r-regular graph then i(¢(F)) = i(F), 
hence to prove our theorem it suffices to show that a. e. configuration has isoperimetric 
number at least (1 - 17)rj2. 
Denote by P(u, s) the probability that a random configuration contains a set U c V such 
that Iu I = u and there are exactly s edges with precisely one endvertex in ujE u fJj. 
Let s(u) be the largest integer less than (1 - 17)ruj2 for which ru - s(u) is even. Our 
theorem follows if we show that 
l: P(u, s) = o(l), (1) 
where the summation is over all pairs (u, s) such that 1 ~ u ~ n/2, 0 ~ s ~ s(u) and 
ru - s is even. As a configuration is a partition of a set of rn = 2m elements into pairs, 
we have 
~ n) (ru)s (r(n s - - - - =P(u, s) u u)) s! N((ru s)j2)N((r(n u) s)/2)/N(m) P0(u, s).( 
For 0 ~ s < s' ~ s(u) we have 
P0 (u, s) ~ P0 (u, s'), 
hence (1) follows if we show that 
Ln/2jI uP0 (u, s(u)) o(1) 
u=l 
which, in turn, is a consequence of 
P0(u, s(u)) = o(1), for 1 ~ u ~ 100, (2) 
and 
P0(u, s(u)) = o(n- 2 ), for 100 ~ u < n/2. (3) 
It is easily checked that (2) does hold. Furthermore, (3) also holds provided it holds for 
the largest permissible value of u, Lnf2j. In order to avoid inessential difficulties, let us 
assume that n is even. Writing s for s(n/2), we find that 
P0(nj2, s) = (n~ ) (':2 Js!N((rn/2 - s)/2? JN(rn/2). 2
Straightforward, though tedious, calculations give 
P0 (nj2, s) 0(1) {4r'((l - 17)r)-(1 -M2((1 + 11)r)-(l +M2}n/2 
= 0(1) {24/'(1 _ 17)-(l-~)(1 + 11)-(l +~)}n/4r. 
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Our assumption on rJ implies that the last quantity is o(n- 2 ), as required. D 
Let 
i (r) sup {y:i(G) > y for infinitely many r-regular graphs G} 
and 
i*(r) = sup {y:i(G,_reg) > y for a.e. G,_reg}· 
Clearly i (r) ~ i *(r) for every r. Our theorem has the following consequence. 
CoROLLARY 2. As r -+ oo, 
ri*(r) ~ 2 - (log 2)112rl12. (4) 
Furtheremore, i*(3) > 2/11, i*(4) > 11/25, i*(5) > 18/25, i*(6) > 26/25 and i*(9) > 
2·06. 
PRooF. The condition in Theorem 1 is equivalent to 
4 log 2
 
< (1 - rJ) log (1 - rJ) + (1 + rJ) log (l + rJ) 
r 
= I00 rJ 2kfk(2k- 1) 
k =I 
As the last value is greater than rJ2, inequality (4) follows. For small values of r, the lower 
bounds on i *(r) follows from Theorem 1 by numerical calculations. D 
The result above is essentially best possible. Indeed, let G be an r-regular graph of order 
n ~ r + 1 ~ 4. Select a random Ln/2J-set for U. Then the expected number of edges 
having precisely one endvertex in U is 
r; Ln/2J Inj2l/ ( ~) . 
Consequently 
(5) 
CoROLLARY 3. lim,_oo i(r)jr = lim,_oo i*(r)jr = 1/2. D 
In fact, for r = 3 inequality (5) can be improved considerably. Suppose G is a cubic 
graph of order n ~ 3 .2h+ 1 - 4. Pick a vertex x and let D; = {y E G: d(x, y) = i}. With 
U = U~=o D; we find that 
IDhl(l + 2- 1 + · · · + 2-h+ 1) + 1:::::; lUI:::::; n/2 
and 
Hence 
implying that i (3) :::::; 1. 
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In conclusion let us remark that the obstruction to a large isoperimetric number of a 
graph G of order n is the fact that not every large set U (i.e. IU I ~ n/2) can have a large 
boundary. For 0 < IX ~ 1/2, let us define 
i.(G) = min {loUI/1 Ul: 1 ~ IUl ~ IXn}. 
Thus i(G) = i112 (G). Furthermore, define i.(r) and i.*(r) analogously to i(r) and i*(r). 
Then a slight modification of the proof above shows that lim,~oo i.(r)/r = lim,~"" i.*(r)/ 
r = 1 -IX. 
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